**AUGUST 2021**

**SUNDAY 1**  
11AM EST | THEATER: VIRTUAL SPRINKLING THE POT WITH ANDY MEYER & ROBERT LONGO (INDOORS)

**FRIDAY 6**  
5-11PM | Event: Summer Sal & Honoring Robert Longo

**SATURDAY 7**  
12PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT OPENING DAY

**SUNDAY 8**  
12PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

**WEDNESDAY 18**  
5PM | THEATER: MUSEUM AT CIMEX: CIRCULAR SKETCH

**THURSDAY 19**  
5PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

**SATURDAY 28**  
12-1PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

**SUNDAY 29**  
12PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

**MONDAY 30**  
12PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

---

**JULY 2021**

**THURSDAY 1**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS  
8PM | TAYLOR WARD AND CILE HALL (OF DANCE蛋糕IFICATION) PERFORM ARTIST FEATURING THE WORK OF THE GUILD HALL MUSEUM

**FRIDAY 2**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS

**SATURDAY 3**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS  
EDUCATION: FAMILY WALK AT THE MUSEUM WITH AMANDA M. FAIRBANKS

**SUNDAY 4**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS  
7PM & 8PM | TAYLOR BARDEN AND CILE HALL (OF DANCE蛋糕IFICATION) PERFORM ARTIST FEATURING THE WORK OF THE GUILD HALL MUSEUM

**MONDAY 5**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS

**FRIDAY 9**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS  
8PM | TAYLOR BARDEN AND CILE HALL (OF DANCE蛋糕IFICATION) PERFORM ARTIST FEATURING THE WORK OF THE GUILD HALL MUSEUM

**SATURDAY 10**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS  
5PM | EDUCATION: FAMILY WALK AT THE MUSEUM WITH AMANDA M. FAIRBANKS

**THURSDAY 14**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

**FRIDAY 15**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

**SATURDAY 16**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

**THURSDAY 22**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS  
4PM | THEATER: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS: A NIGHT WITH THE WISDOM LIBRARY

**FRIDAY 23**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS

**SATURDAY 24**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS  
8AM-4PM | EVENT: CLOTHING IN ART SALE

**SUNDAY 25**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS  
11AM | THEATER: VIRTUAL SPRINKLING THE POT WITH ANDY MEYER & ROBERT LONGO (INDOORS)

**MONDAY 26**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ALEXIS ROCKMAN: SHIPWRECKS CLOSING DAY

**WEDNESDAY 28**  
5-7PM | EDUCATION: THE TITLE CLUB: PLAYING WITH PLAYS AND PLAYING WITH DRAWING PICTURES

---

**SEPTEMBER 2021**

**WEDNESDAY 1**  
2PM-4PM | EDUCATION: FAMILY WALK AT THE MUSEUM WITH AMANDA M. FAIRBANKS

**THURSDAY 2**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

**FRIDAY 3**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

**SATURDAY 4**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

**MONDAY 5**  
12-5PM | MUSEUM: ROBERT LONGO: A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

**SUNDAY 6**  
5PM | THEATER: NEW LIGHT THEATER PROJECT’S PRODUCTION OF HELL’S KITCHEN BY DAVID LEVY (IN DOORS)

**WEDNESDAY 8**  
8PM | THEATER: NEW LIGHT THEATER PROJECT’S PRODUCTION OF HELL’S KITCHEN BY DAVID LEVY (IN DOORS)

---

**PLEASE NOTE:**  
- Guests must be fully vaccinated when attending INDOOR programs in the John Drew Theater.  
- Unless otherwise noted, all programs take place outdoors. It is recommended to bring your own chairs and blankets for programs in the John Drew Backyard Theater.  
- Face coverings are required for all guests attending KIDFEST programs, even if vaccinated.